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Spider Exercises 

Part 1 - Beginners 

By Oliver Martin 

Introduction 

When learning to play the guitar, there are some areas of practice 

that do not develop your musicality, but rather develop the skills 

that allow you to express that musicality. They are widely known as 

technical exercises.  

They do not usually sound nice, and cannot write you a hit song. 

But they are essential in developing your technique and ability to 

play your instrument. Many will say that it does not help you as a 

musician and that they are pointless. But what good is having loads 

of great songs in your head, if you don’t have the technical ability 

to make them reality with the use of an instrument.  

 

The Spider 

Technical exercises can come in a variety of forms that develop 

different skills. One of the key technical exercises that guitarists 

everywhere use is called the ‘Spider’ exercise (Sometimes called 

‘Chromatics’). 

This exercise comes in an infinite number of combinations and 

variations but they almost always use all four of your fretting fingers. 

It is better demonstrated with Ex.1 below. 
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Beginner 

 Ex.1  

This exercise develops several fundamental skills used when playing 

the guitar. This ranges from co-ordination, finger dexterity and 

picking accuracy to timing, finger strength and stamina.  

The real strength of this exercise is its ability to be adapted to suit 

different requirements. 

 

How to Practice 

When practicing the spider exercise, you should always start by 

playing the exercise slowly (great as a warm up!). Once you have 

the pattern memorised you can start playing with a metronome. 

Start slow and build up.  
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Ex.2 & 3 

These exercises are just variations of the basic spider. Instead of playing 

‘1234’ on each string, you can try ‘1324’ or ‘2134’. You will find some 

combinations easier than others so try making your own variations.    

 

You will find it ‘unnatural’ to start with certain fingers but that is all the proof 

you need that this is worth practicing. Have you found a variation that seems 

simple, but your fingers just won’t play it?  That means you’re on to a good 

one!  

 

By Oliver Martin 

  


